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ABOUT HSS AUSTRALIA
Hindu Dharma and the culture practiced by the Hindu
community makes a significant contribution for the benefit of
humanity. HSS Australia works to develop unity and harmony in
the Hindu community to effectively promote these salient
features to build a strong Australian-Hindu.

SANGHCHAALAK MESSAGE
We thought we were aware of the meaning and context of the
words 'Globe' or 'Global' when we studied geography in school,
and that of 'Globalization' when we studied international
business, trade, etc. Another perspective of globalization hit us
when the Covid-19 pandemic struck us all! It impacted the lives of
millions of people, shattered the world economy, and fractured
social fabric all over the world.
However, even through these unprecedented times for
humanity, the continued sevA work of HSS shone like a beacon of
hope and solace to millions. Adhering to all the new norms laid
down
by
Federal
and
State
governments,
our
swayamsevak/sevikAs have come up with innovative ways to
continue our heart-beat activity, the weekly shAkhA through
technology and virtual platforms.
Continued...
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UPCOMING HINDU
UPCOMING HSS
FESTIVALS
EVENTS
MAKAR
SANKRANTI
FESTIVAL
1 (DATE)
UTSAV
(16/17
JAN)
FESTIVAL
2 (DATE)
CLEANUP
AUSTRALIA
FESTIVAL
3 (DATE (6
MAR)
SANGH SHIKSHA VARG
BRISBANE (3-11 APR)

UPCOMING HINDU
FESTIVALS
LOHRI (13 JAN)
SANKRANTI/PONGAL
(14 JAN)

SANGHCHALAK MESSAGE... CONTINUED
The learnings from these interactions and the service activities
that we have been able to contribute to collectively, as a
responsible component of our society, has been exemplary. I
commend each swayamsevak/sevikA for their commitment,
integrity, and innovation.
The challenge is not entirely behind us, yet! We still have some
more distance to cover and I urge us all to be exemplary in all
our conduct, in every activity that we do, every day!

ार यते न खलु व नभयेन नीचैः, ार य व न वहता वरम त म याः ।
व नैः पुनः पुनर प तह यमानाः, ार मु मजना न प र यज त ॥
Inferior men do not start an endeavor, fearing obstructions. Average
men, stop an endeavor when they are faced with problems. However,
though struck repeatedly by disaster and obstacles, superior men
never give up an endeavor that they have undertaken.
With best wishes
entering the New Gregorian Year 2021,
Nihal Agar
sanghachaalak, HSS Sydney

VASANT PANCHAMI
(16 FEB)
RATHA SAPTAMI (19 FEB)
MAHASHIVRATRI (11 MAR)
HOLI POORNIMA (HOLIKA
DAHAN) (28 MAR)
HOLI (29 MAR)

WORDS OF WISDOM
“The great secret of true
success, of true happiness, is
this: the man or woman who
asks for no return, the
perfectly unselfish person, is
the most successful.”
-SWAMI VIVEKANANDA
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SEVIKA GEET PRATIYOGITA

Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh - SevikA vibhAg, Sydney is a dynamic organization wherein its activities are
directed to devotion and mobilisation of Hindu women in the community. The group is actively
involved in the Sangh parivAr-related activities, social awareness workshops, campaigns and many
other yearly celebrations and events.
With the aim to bring sevikAs of individual shAkhAs from Sydney mahAnagar together, and also as
part of navarAtri celebrations, HSS SevikA vibhAg conducted a geet pratiyogitA on 18th October 2020.
SevikAs from each shakhA assembled as a group and physically took part in the competition from
their respective locations. All groups came together via online video conferencing to participate in the
competition. After months of virtual meetups and online shAkhAs, the competition gave the sevikAs a
much-awaited opportunity to physically meet up with other sevikAs from their respective shAkhAs.
The competition was conducted by following all NSW Covid-19 guidelines.
The theme for the competition was ‘Womanhood’
(nAreeshakti), with focus on the sangh perspective. The
invited judges were Smt. Chandrika Subramanyam and Smt.
Pallavi Harish. The guest speaker was Smt. Mitra Desai.
The event began with dhwajArohaN and shubhAsheet,
followed by a quiz about inspirational women from different
eras and their achievements. After the judges' introduction,
the competition was conducted in 2 sessions, with 5 teams
presenting ther songs in each session. The teams, dressed in
colorful Indian traditional attire, presented the songs
creatively by including percussion instruments and costumes.
Each shAkhA was given a time of 4 minutes to present the
song. The teams presented inspiring songs to praise
‘Womanhood’.
Mitra Ji’s bauddhik was a show-stopper. A Kahoot! game was played before the judges announced the
results. As a competition is obliged to announce the winners, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd places were
announced. The fun-filled and very competitive geet prateeyogitA concluded dhwaj avarohaN and
Sangh prArthanA.

All participating teams were the winners, as this competition brought all sevikAs together
along with rich, creative experiences, fulfilling the main aim of ‘sanghaTan’!
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VIJAYADASHMI UTSAV
The year 2020 is remarkable in many ways. The COVID-19 pandemic, in particular, impacted the entire
world in many ways. We all faced unprecedented situations and challenges. But in all this turmoil, HSS
did not stop.

ह संघटना काय येय न ा

रा तुन:॥

Our devotion towards the larger goal of organizing Hindus across the world remained steadfast. We
became more creative, innovative, and the engine of creating the karyakartas did not stop at all. And
on this backdrop, this year’s vijayAdashami utsav moved from outdoors to indoors, via video
conference, respecting the guidelines laid down by the state government.
vijayAdashami utsav is the opportunity to showcase the strengths of HSS, and this year the
swayamsevak and swayamsevikAs of Sydney mahAnagar demonstrated the sharirik capabilities. All
the shAkhAs in each bhAg got together and recorded the videos of various shAeerik activities
allocated to their bhAg, and then these videos were played during the utsav.
Following the shareerik prAtyakshik, the bauddhik activities started in usual order of subhAshita,
amritvachan, vaktA parichay, and vaiyaktik geet.
Continued...

Let our devotion to the cause be steadfast in organizing the people for the achievement of
world peace and tranquility in the light of the universal Dharma.
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VIJAYADASHMI UTSAV ... CONTINUED

HSS Australia sah karyawAh, Nitin ji Koriya - then delivered an absorbing bauddhik from Perth.
During the pandemic, all the nagars in Australia did a fantastic job of keeping the shAkhAs going and
doing the sevA activities by serving those impacted by the pandemic. Our attitude towards society as
our family indeed drove many karyakartAs to respond promptly to many challenging situations. Nitin
Ji insisted that HSS again proved that its work is sthal and kAl nirpeksha, i.e., independent of place and
time.
Nitin Ji further highlighted the qualities a swayamsevak or sevikA should possess to become a good
karyakartA. He quoted many anecdotes from the life of param poojaneeya Doctor Ji and param
poojaneeya Guru Ji to highlight these qualities.
While describing qualities of a good karyakartA Nitin Ji mentioned that a good karyakartA always
introspects his or her shortcomings and finds ways to address the shortcomings. Not just attending
shakhA but also participating in its activities, inviting family and friends to shAkhA, taking inspiration
from the bhagawA dhwaj, and knowing all the sacrifices it represents are foundational qualities that a
good karyakartA should have.
He insisted that the behavior of sangh swayamsevak is significant outside the shakhA. This is due to
the fact that real sangh work happens outside that shakhA. Not arguing in shakhA, not creating any
nuisance, making friendship with everyone, and finally not forgetting that each swayamsevak is an
ambassador of HSS are vital characteristics of a good karyakartA.
In conclusion, Nitin Ji quoted an incident about param poojaneeya
Doctor Ji. He highlighted that “true love” or aatmiyatA about fellow
swayamsevak or sevikA is the most important quality that a
swayamsevak should have. It is the foundational building block of
ever-growing sangh work for the last 95 years.
After bauddhik, Sydney mahAnagar karyawAh announced the new
mahAnagar team for the year 2020-2021. The Utsav concluded with
prArthana and dhwajAvataraN.

True love or aatmiyatA about fellow swayamsevak or sevikA is the most important quality
that a swayamsevak should have. It is the foundational building block of ever-growing sangh
work for the last 95 years.
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RETURN TO SANGHSTHAN, AND BEYOND

What an extraordinary year 2020 been! Almost nine months ago, suddenly the entire world faced
restrictions like never before. Restriction on physical movement and virtual meetups became a new
norm of life. But it did not let the spirit of HSS diminish a bit. With a steadfast resolution shAkhAs soon
adapted to the virtual format and persistently ran throughout the year.
As the pandemic situation improved and the state government eased restrictions, Sydney mahAnagar
took a conscious decision to return to sanghsthAn. With a Covid-safe plan in place and by following all
state government guidelines, shAkhAs went back to the original format to the sanghsthAn. All
shAkhAs adapted once again by maintaining physical distancing during the entire time of the shAkhA.
Physically distant sampats, multiple gaNas, no-touch vyAyAm and khel, and distant seating during
bauddhik sessions were followed very strictly. All shAkhAs maintained contact tracing information as
per the guidelines. And what a joy it has been to be able to meet swayamsevak bandhus and sevika
bhaginis in person! The pictures and thoughts shared by our swayamsevaks and sevikAs say it all !
The online format was good, we were able
to keep contact with each other. Going
back to sanghsthAn enables face-to-face
interactions and we can do more effective
shArireek activities.
- taruN swayamsevak, veer savarkar
shAkhA
The online shAkhAS weren't bad; we
played many innovative games. But it felt
better to be back to the sanghsthAn as we
can meet everyone in person.
- kishore sevikA, veer savarkar shakhA
If we continued oline shAkhAs net year, we
could have been even more creative, but
we are indeed very happy going back to
sanghsthAn.
- taruN sevikA, veer savarkar shAkhA

Human connection is more important than ever for mental wellbeing. ShAkhAs at the
sanghsthAn give us that opportunity to have a face-to-face interaction and to check in on
each others well being.
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RETURN TO SANGHSTHAN, AND BEYOND... CONTINUED
It is great to be back to the sanghsthAn
because we get fresh air, we get to meet
everyone, our friends, and we can play a
lot of physical games!
-bAl swayamsevaks, balagokulam shAkhA

Meeting at the sanghsthAn after almost one
year. All kids missed the community center.
Kids are loving being back to the open in the
cool, fresh air, they are playing joyfully with
each other in the play area. It is a very good
feeling.
-tanuN swayamsevak, balagokulam shAkhA

We are very happy to be back to the
sanghsthAn. We are missing out community
center as we have moved to the open
ground, where kids can enjoy wider range of
games. Other people in the community can
see us and join us to be a part of
balagokulam.
-tanuN swayamsevak, balagokulam shAkhA
HSS, Sydney mahAnagar and all shAkhAs therein are constantly vigilant about the changing situations
due to Covid-19 outbreaks in and around Sydney. Complying to the health directives and regulations
from the Federal and State Governments, shAkhAs are well prepared and equipped to adapt to these
situations and go back to the online platform, when required. The final aim is to keep shAkhAs
running and keeping the human connection ongoing.

Keeping ourselves and the community safe is the highest priority in the current time.
ShAkhAs at sanghsthAn give us an opportunity for face-to-face
interaction,
Placeholder
text whereas online
shAkhAs helpCopyright
us remain
always
connected,
without a break.
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DIWALI CELEBRATIONS

Return to the sanghsthAn was soon followed by the festival of lights diwAli or deepAvali. The word 'deepAvali' is made up of two sanskrit
words - 'deep' which means light and 'Avali' which means a row. Thus
deepAvali is the festival of lights. It is celebrated on the 'amAvasyA' or
the new moon day in the hindu month of 'kArtik'.
Each of us has some positive and negative qualities. It is when we
identify the good in us and work towards selfless goals such as 'sewA',
only then the negative tendencies fade away. The darkness of ego, desire, and ignorance is replaced
by the light of wisdom. diwAli is the festival to spread this light of wisdom and joy.

Many shAkhAs in Sydney mahAnagar sought the opportunity to celebrate diwali by drawing rangolis
at the sanghsthAn and also made clay diyAs. diwAli celebrations are incomplete without special
sweet and savoury snacks. Swayamsevas and sevikAs relished the delicious snacks everyone made
and brought with much AtmeeyatA.
After the long-running virtual shAkhAs for most part of the year, it was indeed a good opportunity to
to celebrate the festival with one another.

'tamaso ma jyotirgamaya'
Lead me from the darkness of ignorance to the light of knowledge and wisdom...
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THE INSPIRING LIFE OF
SHRADDHEYA DATTOPANT JI THENGADI
Continuing the series of e-bauddhiks pan-Australia, on the 28th Nov ’20 we were treated to a unique
bauddhik event. The well renowned senior pracharak, mA. RangAhariji enthralled
swayamsevak/sevikAs across Australia speaking about the inspiring life of Shraddheya Dattopantji
Thengadi, celebrating his 100th birth anniversary.
Born in 1930, mA. RangAhariji is a senior prachArak
and highly respected intellectual & visionary thinker
karyakartA of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, RSS,
Bharat. At a very early age, after completing graduation
in Kochi and the shikshA-varga of RSS, he became a
prachArak in 1951. Hariji has held various dayitvas
during this long and exciting journey as a
swayamsevak/karyakartA of the RSS. After a kishori
sevikA delivered a soul stirring ekal geet, ‘Hai vahi
purusharthi jo sangha-path chalatA rahe’, mA.
Rangahariji, spoke in his inimitable style, with attention
to the minutest detail in his delivery, painting a
beautiful picture of the life of Dattopantji.

य दाचर त े त दे वेतरो जनः ।
स य माणं कु ते लोक तदनुवतते ॥

The deeds and actions of great people are looked upon as ideal and common people use their trodden
path as the role-model path for leading a good life.
Shri Dattopant Thengadi (Dattatreya Bapurao Thengadi) was born in the village of Arvi (Wardha,
Maharashtra) on Deepawali, 10 November 1920. He studied law at Law College in Nagpur. He
finished his post-graduation from Morris College and LLB from Law College in Nagpur. He was a
lawyer as well as a philosopher, and displayed an early talent for administration. At the age of 15, he
served as president of the ‘vAnar senA’ as well as the Municipal High School student union at Arvi.
He actively took part in India's Freedom Movement and was a member of the Hindustan Socialist
Republican Association (HSRA) from 1936-38. He became a full-time prachArak of the RSS in 1942.
He worked as the organizing secretary of the Indian National Trade Union Congress (INTUC) from
1950–51, and was also associated with the Postal & Railway Workers Union (Communist Party). He
was organizing secretary of the Bharatiya Jana Sangh for Madhya Pradesh (1952-53) and South India
(1956-57). He was profoundly influenced by Sh. Madhavrao Sadashivrao Golwalkar, popularly known
as Guruji. Some of the other towering figures of the time who influenced his persona are Babasaheb
Ambedkar and Pt. Deendayal Upadhyaya. He always kept pace with time by establishing various
organizations in different spheres, and maintained the core philosophy of Hindu Dharma and
Bhartiya Darshan.
Continued...

The deeds and actions of great people are looked upon as ideal and common people use their
trodden path as the role-model path for leading a good life.
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THE INSPIRING LIFE OF
SHRADDHEYA DATTOPANT JI THENGADI...CONTINUED
mA. RangAhariji narrated many incidents from
Dattopantji’s life; the one where as a
parliamentarian, where he came to the rescue
when a Russian visiting delegate requested to hear
a patriotic song. It was interesting to know that no
one in the parliament could sing a patriotic song! It
was then that the saanghik and ekal geet we learn
at shAkhAs came to the rescue. Dattopantji sang a
beautiful bAnglA ekal geet and enthralled
everyone and rescued the day.
Dattopantji was a widely-travelled man, within India he practically travelled almost every district
place in the country if not taluka and village. He also visited foreign shores, which includes - Soviet
Union and Hungary as member of a parliamentary delegation (1969), Geneva, Switzerland to attend
Second International Anti-Apartheid Conference at Geneva (1979). He was invited in USA, Canada,
Britain and Yugoslavia in 1979 to study the impact of liberalization on trade union movement. His
conviction also took him to, China, Jakarta, Bangladesh, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore,
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, on various occasions.
An erudite orator, expert in the social, economic and political issues, his soft but forceful
presentations of the issues always kept the audience spellbound. Disenchanted with both the
western models of development, namely, Capitalism and Socialism, he propounded the ‘Third Way’
of socio-economic development based on the ideology of ‘sanAtana dharma’.
He authored many books which grew not only from his ideological conviction but also from his
first-hand experience, some of his widely read and referred works are: The Third Way;
Modernization Without Westernization; What Sustains Sangh?, Our National Renaissance, It's
Directions and Destination; Nationalist Pursuit; The great sentinel and The Perspective.
Dattopantji is also the author of the famous book ‘karyakartA’ which is recognized widely as
‘Sanghopanishad’ and is a guiding beacon for every budding karyakartA aspiring to become the
ideal karyakartA.
The very inspiring and interesting bauddhik concluded with an engaging Q&A session.

Dattopantji is also the author of the famous book ‘karyakartA’ which is recognized widely as
‘Sanghopanishad’ and is a guiding beacon for every budding karyakartA aspiring to become
the ideal karyakartA.
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YOUTH CAMP 2020 - HSS PERTH

Youth Camp 2020 - organized by HSS Perth, was held between 18th to 20th December at Camp
Leschenaultia. We had 48 participants and four volunteers making a total of 52 attendees for the
camp.
The camp comprised of both bauddhik and shariirik based activities. The bauddhik sessions covered
topics like mental health and wellbeing, family dynamics/relationships, Hindu scriptures and our
identity. The shariirik part of the camp was modified and tailored to suit the facilities available and the
range of age groups of the participants. The games were a mix of traditional shAkhA games like khokho, agni-kund and Raigad Fort along with some new inventions such as stick & ring frisbee and team
wrestling.
The camp also had some perfectly organized workshops and raatrii-karyakrams, for example paper
bridge challenge, ultimate team games and a quiz which focused on topics like general knowledge,
Hindu history, scriptures and movies, TV and music.
Overall, the camp was successful in achieving its objectives and well-received by all participants. The
camp also had a positive impact on the Youth shAkhA, where we got the highest sankhyA (26), in the
week following the camp.

"Youth is the best time. The way in which you utilize this period will decide the nature of coming
years that lie ahead of you." - Swami Vivekanand
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HSSAUS KENDRIYA KARYAKARINI MANDAL
VARSHIK BAITHAK 2020

The first KKM baithak of HSSAUS was virtually conducted over two days in the last week of November
2020. Vishwa Vibhag Samyojak, Mananiya Saumitraji, the team responsible for guiding/facilitating
activities of HSS at the national level, and all the Karyavahas/Saha-karyavahas of all nagars in Australia,
came together on the online conferencing platform to review the progress of the year gone by, and
chalk out a common path to tread on collectively for the coming year.
After leading HSSAUS through the formative period for 12 years, Shri Ramyavaranji now takes up
the new responsibility of Australasia Zonal Sampark Pramukh.
Shri Nitinji now takes up the responsibility of Karyavah, HSSAUS.
Shri Bipinji joined the bauddhik team of HSSAUS as Saha-bauddhik Pramukh.
Shri Harshji took up the responsibility of Yuva Pramukh HSSAUS.
Shri Chandrakantji guides us all as a senior mentor and guide of HSSAUS by joining in the
responsibility as a sadasya of the Kendriya Karyakarini Mandal of HSSAUS.
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INTERESTING READS
The Heritage Loot of India: History Must Belong to Geography
An interesting article from the popular nationalist weekly 'Organiser - Voice of the nation' describes
interesting facts about how the riches and wealth of bhArat were gradually and mercilessly looted over
time, by various invaders. The articles talks about how the museums across various nations are today
showcasing artifacts which were once the grand possesions of bhArat. In the article, we see how and
how much loot has been carried out over centuries, and is ongoing even now. The article also talks
about the way forward to stop this heritage crime and help bhArat restitute its looted heritage.
An excerpt from the article:
"The British economic historian Angus Maddison has demonstrated that India’s share of the world economy
was 32.5% of world’s GDP, more than all of Europe, all former USSR countries, USA and all Latin America put
together at the start of Christian era. It was 28% on the eve of invasion by Mahmud Ghazni. A further series
of Islamic invasion and loot ensured that by 1700, it came down to 24% which was still on par with all of
Europe put together. By the time the British left, India's share in world GDP had declined to a miserable 4%.
The journey from 32.5% to 4% is not a mere matter of statistics but of untold suffering, and as is this article’s
focus, of heritage loot."
Continue to read the original article here.
'Organiser - Voice of the nation' is the oldest and most widely circulated nationalist English weekly of
Bharat. The weekly publication is known for spreading cultural nationalist views, rather than just news.

CHATURANAGA : चतुर
With origins shrouded in the mystery of the ancient Bhartiya history, one of
the oldest versions of chess ever to be found is Chaturanga or Shaturanga.
Chaturanga (Sanskrit: चतुर ; caturaṅga), or catur for short, was initially
recognized by the Gupta Empire in Bharat around the 6th century AD. It
was adopted in Sassanid Persia in the 7th century as chatrang (shatranj),
which, in turn, was the type of chess brought to late-medieval Europe. According to Stewart Culin,
Chaturanga was first described in the Hinduism text Bhavishya Purana around 500 BC; furthermore,
the influences can be found in Ramayana and Mahabharata. Additionally, it is also believed that it was
invented by the wife of Ravana, King of Ceylon, when Rama besieged Lanka, the capital of the
Kingdom. Sir William Jones, in the 18th century, set up the antiquity of Chaturanga of 3900 years.
Meanwhile, Professor Forbes asserted the age of four or five thousand years ago.
No matter what the historical importance, the game is a fascinating
challenge for any person who adores games as well as Chess
enthusiasts looking for something unique. It is played by two, three,
or four players on an 8*8 uncheckered board, called ashtāpada.
Although the pieces (Infantry, Elephant, Ship, Cavalry and King - rajA)
move in a similar way to modern the Chess pieces, the piece you
move is selected by the dice roll gives the game an entirely new
flavour.

Krishna and Radha playing
chaturanga on an 8×8 ashtāpada
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SANGHIK GEET
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SANGHATAN MANTRA AND SHANTI MANTRA
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SHAKHAS IN SYDNEY MAHANAGAR

CONTACT US
HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HINDUSWAYAMSEVAKSANGHSYDNEY
HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/HSS_SYDNEY
HTTPS://SYDNEY.HSSAUS.ORG/
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